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WORKSHOP on the MUSEUM visit and the EXHIBITION « L’EUROPE  EST A NOUS » 

 

What does the term ‘European’ mean ? 

Most of the group feels that ‘European’ refers to politics and the economy. Cultures are very 

different, there isn’t a lot of cohesion, but that doesn’t have to be a problem. 

Typical about Europe is that noone has to be a foreigner, because we are ALL different from 

eachother, but still close to eachother and we can mingle easily. 

 

Respond to your peers in the exhibition. 

-Turkish poster : 

The Turkish students agree that Europe might not be reqdy to join the EU, because in some aspects 

they are not ready yet, especially the more traditional parts of Turkey. Germany added that terrorists 

give the wrong impression, scaring people with their extremism. The Dutch felt that countries are 

also afraid of having countries enter the EU, because they worry about their economy. Both England 

and France feel that everyone should be free to join, even if they have differing opinions. The EU 

could keep everyone safe(r).  

-French poster : 

In the French poster a melting pot was described, and the French see that in their own country, even 

though the minorities are still being discriminated against. All of the other countries recognise this. 

Turkey mentioned migrants from Syriah, causing the inhabitants of East Turkey to feel victimised, as 

the migrants might get their jobs. The English noted this is unfair and people should be treated 

equally and kindly. We need to stick up for people who are being mistreated. 

-German poster : 

The German poster stated that the EU creates connections, still keeping our own customs and 

cultures. The group fully agreed with this. It is what we talked about in our definition. The 

connections are political and economical, but we have our ozn culture and customs. 

 

How does your Europe fit into the four departments we visited in the museum? 

-Religion: 

The group noticed that all religions seem to have come mostly from the same basic idea. We might 

have the same god, whose name differs per country. The same values were mentioned in each 

religious book that they could see in the museum. So there are many similarities, but also 

differences. Being ignorant and afraid of each others’ religion makes us judge each other unfairly.  

England is mostly confronted with Christianity, the Turkish students are atheists who believe that 

religions bring more war than they do peace. France added that is because each religion believes 

they possess the ultimate truth. The Dutch added that the problem starts when people start 

dominating each other. In most of the countries present at our table church and state are separate. 

-Agriculture:  

We need all our neighboring countries for trade. None of our countries is completely self-sufficient. 

Germany needs contracts with other countries to get whatever they need. England imports a lot of 

fruit. Turkey mentioned needing Russia and the French mentioned the USA being an influence on 

their needs and thus import. Turkey said they have recently started to try and be more self-sufficient. 

The Dutch are well known for their export of cheese, vegetables, flowers, especially within Europe.  



-Sea Travel: 

All of our countries have great ports that are needed for the above mentioned  trade especially and 

sometimes still for travel. Rotterdam, Istanbul, London, Hamburg and Marseille were mentioned. We 

can reach each other easily by sea to trade our products. 

-Citizenship: 

The group concluded that travelling across borders is easy nowadays. You can travel and see Europe, 

meet people, see different cultures. Modern communication technology makes it easy to know 

what’s going on in different countries and how family is doing. Still being an inhabitant of Turkey, 

Germany, England, France and the Netherlands, this makes us more European.   

 

 


